Primary Source brings 30 years of expertise in global and cultural education and sustained relationships with more than 80 school districts to help lead a collaborative consulting process.

We work with schools and school districts to advance their global and cultural education goals through a variety of consulting services customized for your needs.

WE SUPPORT YOUR SCHOOL’S OR DISTRICT’S GOALS:

- Designing and implementing Global Competency Certificate programs
- Developing an integrated vision for global learning K-12
- Envisioning and working toward global learning across disciplines or subjects
- Developing strategies to address whole-school practices and culture
- Engaging and utilizing unique community strengths
- Deepening staff capacities to implement global or cultural learning and skills

See our Building Global Schools Toolkit at www.primarysource.org/globalschool
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WE ADDRESS CRITICAL TOPICS:

- Creating inclusive, equitable and culturally responsive programs
- Conducting school and community input and asset surveys
- Getting started and gaining staff “buy-in” in the early and middle stages
-Communicating and publicizing your vision effectively
- Building a leadership team and key relationships
- Learning from others’ efforts (real school and district models)
- Creating meaningful community partnerships
- Adapting curriculum and pedagogy to align with your global initiative(s)
- Designing opportunities for travel, exchange, and virtual connection
- Outlining a realistic implementation plan
- Finding resources to sustain your vision
- Understanding how cultural responsiveness and global competency relate
- Enlisting students as advocates
- Connecting local and global action and citizenship

OUR CONSULTANCY MODEL:

Primary Source works with school or district partners to design and implement consulting contracts. Through our consulting sessions, we share both knowledge and resources carefully selected to help you achieve your goals.

We recommend that you enlist our services for 3 to 5 sessions, plus any additional targeted solutions. Contracts generally range from $10,000-$15,000.

Questions? Contact Deborah Cunningham at deborah@primarysource.org or (617) 923-9933 ext. 129.